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I love Headline Creator Pro! This makes coming up with headlines a snap -and fun, to boot. Since

headlines are THE most important part of any ad or letter, this cool new tool is priceless!! If you had just

one opportunity to seize everything youve ever wanted... by promoting just one headline... would you

know what to write? Guess what? Youd better know. Because just one shot may be all you get! From: Ian

Traynor, Senior Partner, Marketing Magic & Marketing Drive To: YOU! Looking for Serious Help with

Copywriting Date: 5 May 2010 Ive been involved in advertising and copywriting for more years than I care

to remember! And this bit of software has impressed me more than anything else that I have seen before!

Ive invested serious money to be able to offer it to you at a ridiculous price. You are here because you

think that you need help with writing ad copy, and especially with the most important part (the part that
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pro copywriters spend 80 of their time on) - the headline! Please spend just 3 minutes reading this page

to see if this is the solution to your problems. Today, money is created by the words you say, how

effectively you say them and how quickly you get them in front of your readers. Hard Truth #1: If your

sales letter doesnt hit all the right, hot buttons your reader is off to the next great thing. Theres a lot of

pressure in knowing that the very first 10-20 words on your sales letter are the most important for you...

and possibly your family. Its like having to earn a Perfect 10.0 in the Olympics to win Gold yet youve

never done better than 3.7 all season long. Will you Win the Gold and stand atop the podium of success

or stare at your competition, stuck on the bench with nothing to show for your efforts? Hard Truth #2:

Your sales copys ultimate success or ultimate failure hinges on how persuasive your headline is. You

scramble desperately for the answers but they just wont appear. You spend every exhausting night and

day dusting off every book you have in your possession just to try to find one small glimmer of hope. The

most exciting headline you come across is just slightly more exciting than watching grass grow. You dig

deep in every corner of your computers hard drive and to the ends of the internet in search of that one,

right, winning answer. You only become more sick and tired of the endless regurgitated info that is

scattered across the internet like a faulty landmine waiting to blow up in your face. Hard Truth #3: If you

arent a skilled master copywriter you wont find the answers in your head, which means you must find help

from someone or something -- FAST! Your next Great Idea is to hop online and find a copywriter Quick.

You check out the latest prices. BOOM! -- Like a punch right between the eyes they charge more per

hour -- OUCH! -- than you make in a week. I dont know about you, but I dont want to mortgage my house

in hopes of getting winning headlines. If you agree, Order Headline Creator Pro Right Now and be

Guaranteed you will create Proven, Time-Tested, Profit-Pulling Headlines Every Time! Hard Truth #4:

Hiring a copywriting Pro aint cheap. How can you create a powerful, proven and profit-pulling headline

without having to sell your living room furniture off piece by piece until your house guests are all sitting on

the floor or dipping into your childrens college fund -- the one you swore youd never touch? How do you

convert casual readers of your sales letter without pulling your hair out with the time-sucking chore of

producing a winning headline? How do you spend your time, emotional and financial bank account wisely

to craft the perfect sales letter that will get customers literally dropping money at your feet without needing

an 8th day in the week to accomplish it? Your Solution Is Here... Grab Headline Creator Pro Now!!!
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